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DALIAN’S SUPER STADIUM

Why Dalian’s City Sports Centre is a key reference for Nexo and Top Plot

SOFITEL BALI
PT Kairos Multi Jaya
enters A/V in style

POWERSOFT’S
BEST-KEPT SECRET

THE LYON ROARS
Everything you need to know
about Meyer Sound’s Lyon

Unveiling the Italian manufacturer’s new amp range
Singapore: MICA (P) 013/05/2013;
Malaysia PPS 1604/05/2013 (022953)

NEW DS8000D

Audio Distribution System with AES

DS8000D. "D" is for Digital. And Analogue.
Re-engineered from the ground up, based on your feedback about the best selling DS800, the DS8000 has already set a new standard in
audio distribution systems. With all new mic pre-amps, redundant power supply linking, quick one-to-many splitting and subtle panel
illumination, it's a formidable package. The "D" version adds XTA assured quality analogue to digital conversion into the mix, with dual AES
outputs per channel, word clock I/O and a choice of sample rates up to 192k. One more "D" means a lot more flexibility.

www.xta.co.uk
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AUSTRALIA: The PA People was
recently called upon to supply the
sound, paging and communications
systems for The Eternity Playhouse,
which itself is the result of a fouryear renovation of the heritage-listed
Burton Street Tabernacle by the City
of Sydney.
In consultation with the City of
Sydney and architects Tonkin
Zulaikha Greer, Darlinghurst Theatre
Company has recently Ànished
transforming the building into a
unique, state-of-the-art performance
space.
The Eternity Theatre is named for
the chalk street art of Arthur Stace,
who, inspired by a sermon in the
Tabernacle, reportedly wrote the
word ‘eternity’ in copperplate on
the streets of Sydney an estimated
500,000 times from the 1930s to
1960s.

The Eternity Playhouse

‘We initially approached The PA
People with our installation as
they were already familiar with
the Eternity Playhouse project,’
said production manager Liz
Jenkins. ‘Their competitive quote
and attention to detail secured
the partnership. They were very
considerate of the purpose of the
venue and the versatility the sound
design required.’
‘The PA loudspeakers are JBL
VP Series,’ explained Josh Jones,
project manager at The PA People.
‘We used 12-inch units for front
of house and 10-inch units for Àll.
We’ve augmented those with a
VP Series 18-inch subwoofer. The
mixing desk is a Soundcraft Si
Expression 1, which is an ultracompact digital mixer that will more
than cover the audio requirements
of the most demanding shows.
Signal is fed to a pair of dbx 220i
processors that are automated
to maintain the system in perfect

The PA People supplied the
venue with a JBL VP Series
sound system

condition and keep levels within
residential requirements.’

Inside the renovated theatre
The PA People was also
responsible for critical paging, stage
management, performance relay
and the hearing augmentation
infrastructure. Working as the
Tabernacle was renovated, Mr Jones
and his team ran cabling linking the
foyer to the performance spaces,
and lighting and sound control to the
stage. New video cabling supports
a performance relay system linked
to multiple monitors throughout
the venue for reference by stage
management, back-of-house and
foyer staff.
‘Darlinghurst Theatre Company
will continue to present outstanding
theatre by local artists,’ enthused
Ms Jenkins. ‘We plan to expand our
audience in the Darlinghurst area
and greater Sydney and establish
a strong relationship with the
community.’
www.papeople.com

POLARIS evolution
The first fully personalized Network Mixing Console

1/2 island
IRIS-Net training sessions were held in Bangalore
on behalf of Electro-Voice

Premiere
on March 12 at 12.00 clock at prolight + sound 2014

Also experience the following new products: NEXUS innovations, INSPI ration, ON AIR flex

prolight + sound
12th - 15th March 2014
Hall 8, Booth No. J 64
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INDIA: In conjunction with a recent
IRIS-Net training session held
in Bangalore, India received its
introduction to Electro-Voice’s RCM28 Omneo-capable DSP cards for
the brand’s Tour Grade ampliÀers.
Using the Omneo media
networking architecture, attendees
were taught how to conÀgure
multiple ampliÀers. The training
also covered the latest trends in
digital audio technology. Key topics
included the existing Cobranet

audio found in Electro-Voice’s
NetMax N8000 system controller,
which is available in conjunction
with the CM-1 module. This allowed
trainees to set up digital audio
transmissions via an Ethernet
infrastructure.
With the availability of the latest
media networking technology, the
N8000 can now be equipped with
the Dante DM-1 module.
www.electrovoice.com

